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Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit

Audit Committee Meeting

Agenda

September 20, 2022 (5:00 PM)

12000 Government Center Pkwy / Conference Room 11

I. Review and Approval of the Meeting Minutes from the prior (14th June 2022) Quarterly Audit Committee Meeting.

a) Allowance for Vote by Audit Committee to Adopt

II. Review the September 2022 Draft Quarterly Report: 

a) Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA) Police and Fire & Rescue Service Review

b) Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Review

i. Allowance for Vote by Audit Committee to Adopt

III. Next Audit Committee Meeting: 

a) Tuesday (22nd November 2022) @ 5:00pm 

b) Location: TBD

IV. Closed Session

V. Audit Committee Adjournment
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Meeting Minutes for the June 14, 2022

Audit Committee Meeting

Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit

Audit Committee Members:

Dan Storck, Audit Committee Chairman, Mount Vernon District Supervisor (Present)

Dalia Palchik, Audit Committee Vice-Chairman, Providence District Supervisor (Not Present)

Rodney Lusk, Audit Committee Member, Lee District Supervisor (Present)

Pat Herrity, Audit Committee Member, Springfield District Supervisor (Present)

Les Myers, Audit Committee Citizen Member (Present)

Paul Svab, Audit Committee Citizen Member (Present)

Attendees:

Summary:

a) Committee discussed and approved June 2022 Draft Report (Fuel Costs and Special Revenue and 

Enterprise Funds). 

b) Re: the Fuel Cost Study, DVS will be requested to provide empirical data for assertions made 

regarding fuel usage and vehicle replacements put into operations the Sept. 2023 quarter. 

c) Committee requested the SACC study be moved to FY 2024 to accommodate the restructuring. 

d) Solid Waste Deputy Director, John Kellas updated Committee on the route evaluation process 

which included the addition of 1,100 homes.  
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Allowance for Vote by Audit Committee to Adopt

June 2022 Meeting Minutes

Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit
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Presented by:
Gregory Scott
Chief Technology Officer & Director

External Systems Integration to 
FOCUS review
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Active Critical Systems Not Interfaced to FOCUS

Management agrees with the recommendation. 

Status:  The FOCUS team is working with each respective agency to understand the 15 external system’s financial 

functions, confirm their current method to posting financial transactions to FOCUS (such as manual journal entry (JE) 

or the JE Upload tool) and determine the necessity and feasibility of creating an automated interface to FOCUS. Once 

information is gathered, the external system inventory will be updated, and the FOCUS team will coordinate with the 

respective agencies to plan and schedule the agreed upon interface builds. Review in progress; target due date is 

10/31/22.

External Systems Audit
.
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Active Critical Systems w/o Disaster Recovery

Management agrees with the recommendation.

DIT will review and update the system inventory to reflect those systems

that have disaster recovery in place.

Status: Completed. Identified systems have an SLA in place for DR either on-premise or on cloud. 

External Systems Audit
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External Systems w/FOCUS Functionalities

Management agrees with the recommendation. 

DIT and the FOCUS team will liaise with the respective agencies

to better understand the 6 systems core functionalities and whether

those can be performed in FOCUS.

Status: DIT and the FOCUS Team are working with the respective agencies to better understand the 6 

systems core functionalities and whether those can be performed in FOCUS. On initial review, most of the 6 

systems provide agency/industry specific functionality, such as healthcare management, that is not a function of 

FOCUS. Since these systems may also perform some financial subfunctions, we will discuss and determine if 

any additional interfacing is needed with FOCUS.  Review in progress; target due date is 10/31/22.

External Systems Audit
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Agency System Comments

Health and Human Services Health and Human Services Customer Relationship 
Management

CRM is not a function of FOCUS

Health and Human Services Health and Human Services Customer Relationship 
Management Internal

CRM is not a function of FOCUS

Department of family services Web Harmony FOCUS currently interfaces to Harmony.  Harmony provides 
healthcare specific functionality not available in FOCUS.  In 
addition, many healthcare systems manage highly sensitive 
information that should not be tracked in FOCUS.

Community Services Board Allscripts Payerpath Provides healthcare specific functionality not available in 
FOCUS.  In addition, many healthcare systems manage 
highly sensitive information that should not be tracked in 
FOCUS.  The FOCUS team will reach out to agency to 
determine if any financial automated interfacing is needed.

Department of Finance Laserfiche Laserfiche is a document management system.  FOCUS is 
not a document management system, but rather should 
integrate with a document management system as it does 
with OpenText for Vendor Invoice Management.  The 
FOCUS team will work with the agency to understand their 
use of Laserfiche and if any documents should be 
connected to FOCUS in any way.

Department of Finance Conservice FOCUS currently interfaces to Conservice (2 interfaces: 
County and Housing).Conservice is a 3rd party utility 
management company that provides services and 
functionality not available in FOCUS.
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Active Systems w/expired Vendor Dates and Costs

Management agrees with the recommendation.

DIT is actively reviewing and updating contract expiration date.

Status: Completed.

External Systems Audit
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Incomplete External Systems Inventory Tracker Agency Reported

Management agrees with the recommendation.

DIT will review and update the External Systems Inventory Tracker for

completeness.

Status: Completed. Refining and updating the existing Application Inventory, to expand the data 

collected about applications and to build it into business process.

External Systems Audit
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External Systems procured by Agencies (using P-cards)

A moratorium on the procurement of systems with a Pcard would mandate a 

moratorium of the entire Pcard program, which is cost prohibitive. 

Status: Instead of a moratorium on the procurement of systems with a Pcard, DPMM has implemented a 

multifaceted education and outreach effort to curtail the procurement of systems with the Pcard.  Efforts 

include reminders during Pcard Program Manager meetings, additional stress placed on this topic in 

PCard training, and additional emphasis on the topic in an upcoming release of an updated Pcard

Procurement Technical Bulletin.  The first round of outreach has occurred and education and outreach will 

be ongoing to ensure that all stakeholders are trained and remain aware of the policy. This 

recommendation is complete.  IT Purchases is reflected in the updated 70-07 IT Policy, which will be 

released shortly.

External Systems Audit
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Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA)
Police and Fire and Rescue Services

REVIEW

Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit
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Study Introduction
Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA) Police and Fire & 
Rescue Services

We performed a review of the Northern Virginia Mutual Aid 
Agreement, whereby fire and rescue services (EMS and 
Helicopter transports) are provided to other jurisdictions. 

Under the terms of the MAA, Helicopter Division provided a 
total of 429 trips to other jurisdictions in FY2021. Of these, 
only 10 were Medevac transports; the remaining 419 trips 
were conducted in support of law enforcement. EMS 
provided 56,703 transport services to non-County residents 
from FY2017-FY2021. Residents of other jurisdictions are 
billed for County EMS transports, provided that relevant 
billing information can be obtained from the patient.   

MAA/EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled 
policies, which provide approved operational guidance. With 
that; this Audit Committee approved study will, in several 
instances, present areas identified as BOS Settled Policy 
Description/Discussion Items as opposed to Observations and 
Recommendations.
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Study Objectives

Work Plan Review Areas:

▪ Costs to Service Other 
Jurisdictions

▪ EMS/Helicopter Non-County 
Resident Transport Billings 

▪ Jurisdiction Benchmarking 

Additional Review Areas Covered:

▪ Non-County Resident Transport Claim 
Billings Analysis

▪ Billing Contractors Data Analysis
▪ Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips to 

Other Jurisdictions
▪ Helicopter Division Non-County Resident 

Medevac Trips
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Study Highlights
Review Results:

▪ MAA/EMS Non-County Resident ground transports (Total 56,703 FY2017-FY2021).

▪ Average annual discounts and uncollected monies: 

➢~$17.4 million or 46% of Gross Charges for Non-County Residents.

▪ Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing patient information.

▪ 565 Non-County Resident Transport Data Entry Errors from FY2017-FY2021.

▪ $324k potential billable revenue from Helicopter law enforcement services 

provided to other jurisdictions over 3 years. 
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Study Highlights (Cont’d)

Review Results:
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MAA 
Overview Data

(as of June 30, 2022)
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- Observations 

The Following Slides Detail:       

- Recommendations
- Supporting Graphs
- Management Responses
- Target Implementation Dates

- Description/Discussion Items 
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1. MAA/EMS Non-County Resident Ground 
Transport Claim Billings Analysis

BOS Settled Policy Item Description

OFPA aggregated the Non-County Resident Ground Transports; there were 56,703

trips provided to residents of other jurisdictions between FY2017-FY2021.

The potential gross revenues for the transports were decreased through “Discounts” 

and/or “Uncollected Balances.” These reductions were facilitated through settled 

policies such as:
▪ Write-off of claims aged past 180 days, and

▪ The lack of effort to participate in the collection of aged claims after 180 days.

Purported by EMS management, approval to discharge account receivables after 180

days is in alignment with the direction of the Board of Supervisors. We could not

locate documentation to support the 180 days write-off assertion.
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1. MAA/EMS Non-County Resident 
Ground Transport Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d) 

The table and graph below detail the average annual discounts and uncollected monies 

(~$3.5M or 46% of Gross Charges), and five-year discount and uncollected monies 

(~$17.4M or 46% of Gross Charges). This reflects the dollar magnitude of revenue that has been 

discharged.  Given the consistency in this five-year trend, the monies will continue to be 

discharged resulting in the ongoing support of our MAA partners at the cost of the County’s 

general fund.

We identified a rate of uncollected balance (for non-County Resident transports) to net charges 

of 35% from FY2019-FY2021. There seems to be a correlation between our settled policy of 

180-day discharges and no collection efforts to revenue leakage. The analytics show an 

estimated uncollected net charge balance of non-County Resident transports of $5,497,484 * 

35% = $1,924,119 over 3 years. 

The table and graph below highlight further exposure from non-County Resident EMS transports.

BOS Settled Policy Item Description
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1. Action Plan
BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under 
which these EMS services are provided, OFPA is not 
recommending a remedy to recover the financial 
exposure reported in this study. This data provided is 
presented for advisory purposes. 

With that, I respectfully mention (without 
recommendation) that the extension of collection times 
and efforts through our contracted collection vendor 
Nationwide Credit Corporation (NCC) could extend the 
recognition of partner jurisdictions’ ground transport 
receivables on our books and may reduce some of the 
revenue leakages.  
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2.MAA/EMS Non-Billed Non-County Resident Transports 

Observation:

Our review revealed 12,087 ground transports from FY2017-

FY2021 which were never billed to non-County Residents who 

received EMS service. 

Management asserts these non-billed transports were a 

combination of:

▪ Patient Identifiable Information (PII) could not be obtained, or

▪ Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or

▪ Worker’s compensation, or

▪ Other reasons not specified.

A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
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Observation:

OFPA Data Scientists data-mined the file provided by EMS management 

to aggregate and stratify the financial and transactional data for the 

unbilled transports. These data are below in bullet points and tables:

▪ Gross charges for these transports were ~$7.9 million

➢ All of these charges were uncollected.

➢ Net charges were unavailable.

The top 5 hospitals by incident count (Inova Fairfax Hospital, Reston

Hospital Center, Inova Alexandria Hospital, Mount Vernon Hospital, and

Inova Fair Oaks Hospital) combined for 9,569 transports and ~$6.3M in

gross charges.

2.MAA/EMS Non-Billed Non-County Resident Transports (Cont’d) 
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2. Action Plan

OFPA Recommendation:

Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS 
management to facilitate the billing process. 

We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps between 
patient intake, discharge, and collection of PII. The results of these 
analyses should be used to identify the root causes for the PII collection 
failures.  

OFPA Data Scientists data-mined the records to identify and rank the 
providers that are contributing to this revenue leakage. We further 
recommend the staff start the analysis by focusing on the top 5 service 
providers. 
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2. Action Plan
Management Response:

▪ Target Implementation 
Date:
• 10/31/2022

▪ Agency Process 
Owners:
• Arsenio DeGuzman

• Chinaka Barbour

• EMS Deputy Chief Mark 
Kordalski

• Assistant Chief Daniel 
Shaw

12,087 out of 56,703 (or 21.3%) of non-resident transports were deemed unbillable 
during the claim submission process. EMS transports are sometimes unbillable due to 
missing or incomplete data.

FRD will commence tracking errors and identifying root causes through these existing 
processes: 

• Review of the billing vendor’s daily client receipts to reconcile missing data.

• Program Manager’s review of unbilled transports using bi-weekly lists which 
will be reconciled to monthly patient records for transports not deemed a 
medical necessity. 

• Reconciliation of all monthly/quarterly transactions, audits and KPI analysis. 

• Semi-monthly review of contract performance meetings with billing vendor, 
Client Manager and Executive Director to resolve outstanding issues.

• Annual vendor reviews/evaluations to set contracted rates based on average 
net collections.
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3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors 
for Non-County Residents Transports
Observation:
The files submitted by EMS management, were forwarded to OFPA and 

mined by the Data Scientists. The results of these analytics revealed four 

types of data entry errors:

➢Duplicate transports: 17 from FY2017-FY2021.

➢Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 539 transports from 

FY2017-FY2021.

➢Incorrect transport mileage: 2 from FY2017-FY2021.

➢Discounts exceeding gross charges: 7 transports from FY2017-FY2021.
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3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors 
for Non-County Residents Transports (Cont’d)
Observation:

565 transports from FY2017-FY2021 were recorded incorrectly.

~74% of the errors occurred in FY2018. Purported by EMS
management, these transports were coded incorrectly by the
billing vendor in 2017 due to staffing changes.

OFPA reviewed the contract between the County and Change
Healthcare, LLC and found no performance measures pertaining to
billing accuracy.

The table and graph below highlight further details.
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3. Action Plan

OFPA Recommendation:

Based on our review of the contract, no performance 
measures for this contractor could be identified. In the 
absence of performance measures, we recommend that staff 
liaise with Change Healthcare to develop a process to track 
errors and identify root causes.

This information should be used to implement processes to 
reduce errors and staff rework.  Rework by staff comes at a 
financial cost and additional labor hours. 
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3. Action Plan
Management Response:

▪ Target Implementation Date:
• 10/31/2022

▪ Agency Process Owners:
• Arsenio DeGuzman

• Chinaka Barbour

• EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

• Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

565 out of 56,703 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for 
non-County resident transports. These data were 
generated from a multi-source summary report.

These errors reflect incorrect matching of billing or 
payment adjustments which were corrected during 
the billing cycle.  

FRD will reinforce the daily billing information 
collection and contract monitoring activities to 
ensure errors are minimized to the greatest extent 
possible.
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4. MAA/EMS Billing Contractors Non-County 
Resident Processing Time Analysis
Observation:
EMS management outsources the billing functions for these services provided by the

County. OFPA Data Scientists analyzed the files provided by EMS management for

non-County Resident EMS Transports. These analyses were used to aggregate claims

based on billing processing times. This analysis was performed only on claims with

adequate billing information. Claims for which billing information could not be

obtained were not included in this analysis.

Our review revealed the following:

▪ ~80% of bills were processed between 0-30 days.

▪ Less than 1% of bills were processed over 180 days.

OFPA finds this process acceptable.  We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).

The following table and chart provide more details.  
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5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips

BOS Settled Policy Item Description

OFPA mined the files provided by Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD) 

Helicopter Division management to aggregate Law Enforcement and Medevac trips. 

These operations are managed by the Helicopter Division which operates 2 

helicopters for law enforcement and Medevac services.

The MAA, under which these services are provided, does not include the option to 

bill other jurisdictions for either law enforcement or Medevac services provided to 

partnering jurisdictions. Costs associated with these services are operating costs 

supported by the County’s general fund. 
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5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips (Cont’d)

BOS Settled Policy Item Description

We discussed billing other jurisdictions for law enforcement trips with FCPD. Between 

FY2019-FY2021, there were 331 flight hours that could generate $324,182 in 

potential revenue. There does appear to be an opportunity to explore billing for law 

enforcement trips to other jurisdictions.  There are some considerations which will 

need to be broached:

• Office of County Attorney (OCA) to discuss any needed amendment to the MAA, and

• FCPD finance, or another billing function at main campus, to assess the additional 

billing work, with the goal of folding these activities into the existing staff’s 

workload. 

The tables and graph on the following pages provide additional details.
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5. Action Plan
BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion
The MAA details how law enforcement trips for partnering jurisdictions 
are provided, and how costs are paid.  There is no billing option for 
partnering jurisdictions under this agreement. Costs associated with 
these services are operating costs supported by the County’s general 
fund. 

We respectfully mention (without recommendation) the consideration of 
staff to liaise with OCA, Department of Finance and FCPD Finance 
Department could be useful in evaluating billing functions to identify 
billing opportunities. 

This process would assist the County in recovering costs and reducing 
the use of the County’s general fund to support other jurisdictions. 
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6. Helicopter Division
Non-County Resident Medevac Trips

OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS 
services when air support is necessary. 

There were 33.3 flight hours for Medevac trips to non-County Residents between FY2019-
FY2021. Only 9.9% of non-County Resident flight hours were associated with Medevac trips. 

The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD Helicopter 
Division management, “the County does not have the 14 CFR Part 135 Air Carrier and 
Operator Certification which is needed to bill for these transports.” We've reviewed this 
assertion with the FCPD Helicopter Division; they concur with our conclusion. Additionally, the 
related BOS approved MAA precludes the County from billing for these services. 

OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive. 

We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)

BOS Settled Policy Item Description
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
REVIEW

Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit
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Study Introduction
The EMS operations are managed by the Fairfax County Fire and 
Rescue Department (FCFRD). Transport services are categorized 
into three areas with fees: Basic Life Support (BLS) - $500 fee, 
Advanced Life Support Level 1 (ALS1) - $650 fee, and Advanced 
Life Support 2 (ALS2) - $800 fee. Additionally, a $12 per mile fee is 
charged for miles from pick-up location to hospital. These fees 
remain unchanged since June 2008. Total EMS expenditures in 
FY17 – FY21 ranged between ~$65.9M - ~$73.4M. Total EMS 
revenues in FY17 – FY21 ranged between ~$19.6M - ~$21.3M. 

Emergency Medical Services provided a total of 208,838 ground 
transports to County residents from FY2017-FY2021. The FCPD 
Helicopter Division provided a total of 44 Medevac transports to 
County residents in support of EMS operations from FY2019-
FY2021. 

EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled policies, which 
provides approved operational guidance. With that, this Audit 
Committee approved study will, in several instances, present 
areas identified as BOS Settled Policy Description/Discussion Items 
as opposed to Observations and Recommendations. 
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Study Objectives

Work Plan Review Areas:

▪ Incurred Transport Cost vs Billed Services

▪ Services Billed vs Receipts

▪ Comparative Benchmarking

Additional Review Areas Covered:

▪ County Resident Ground Transport 
Claim Billings Analysis

▪ Review of Contractor’s Billing Process

▪ EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis

▪ County Resident Helicopter Medevac 
Transports
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Study Highlights

Review Results:

▪ EMS County Resident Ground Transports: 

208,838 total from FY2017-FY2021.

▪ Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing 

patient information.

▪ 1,921 Billing Errors from FY2017-FY2021.

▪ Average Annual Discounts and Uncollected Monies: 

~$11.6M or 41% of Gross Charges.
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Study Highlights (Cont’d)

Review Results:
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EMS 
Overview Data

(as of June 30, 2022)
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- Observations 

The Following Slides Detail:       

- Recommendations
- Supporting Graphs
- Management Responses
- Target Implementation Dates

- Description/Discussion Items 
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1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport 
Claim Billings Analysis
BOS Settled Policy Item Description

There were 208,838 County Resident EMS Ground Transports between FY2017-FY2021.

▪ The potential gross revenue for the transports is decreased through “Discounts” and/or 

“Uncollected Balances” which are facilitated through settled policies such as:

➢ Claim balances not covered by insurance companies are discharged w/o customary collection efforts.

As purported by EMS management, approval to discharge the claim receivables is in alignment with the direction 

of the BOS. The following statement from a May 2004 Public Hearing Notice was provided by EMS management to 

support the above assertion: “It should be noted that ability to pay would not in any circumstances preclude 

medically-required transports nor would residents unable to pay be subjected to extraordinary collection efforts.”  

While this statement refers specifically to “extraordinary collections efforts,” it is unclear if this statement is 

designed to mean EMS staff should forgo customary collection efforts. 
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1. EMS County Resident Ground Transports 
Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d)

BOS Settled Policy Item Description (Cont’d)

Other settled policies include:

➢Claims not covered by insurance companies and not billed to constituents are discharged 

in full, and

➢The County’s Collection Agency (NCC-Nationwide Credit Corporation) is not engaged to 

participate in the collection efforts for aged claims.

▪ Average annual discounts and uncollected monies: ~$11.6M or 41% of Gross Charges.

▪ Five-year discounts and uncollected monies: ~$58.2M or 41% of Gross Charges.

These data are further highlighted in the table and graph below. 
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1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport
Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d)

BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under which these EMS services are provided, 

OFPA is not recommending a remedy to the financial exposure reported in this study. The data 

provided is presented for advisory purposes. 

While keeping in view our constituents’ contribution to the general fund through various 

levied taxes, I respectfully mention (without recommendation) the consideration of a modified 

billing mechanism for receivables currently abated through our write-off process. This could 

also be facilitated through added efforts from our contracted collections vendor NCC. These 

considerations could reduce revenue leakage.  
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2. EMS Non-Billed County Resident Transports
Observation:

Our review revealed 22,431 ground transports from FY2017-
FY2021 which were never billed to County residents for whom the 
services were provided.  

Management asserts these non-billed transports were a 
combination of:

▪ PII could not be obtained, or

▪ Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or

▪ Worker’s compensation, or

▪ Other reasons not specified.

A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
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2. EMS Non-Billed County Resident Transports (Cont’d)

Observation:

Financial data for the non-billed transports are below:

▪ Gross charges for these transports were ~$14 million.

➢All of these charges were uncollected.

➢Net charges not available.

Transports to Inova Fairfax Hospital: 8,130 transports and gross charges were 
~$5.2 million between FY2017-FY2021.

Financial and count data for other service providers are detailed in the following slides.
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2. Action Plan

OFPA Recommendation:

Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS 
management to facilitate the billing process. 

We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps 
between patient intake, discharge, and collection of PII. The results 
of these analyses should be used to identify the root causes for the 
PII collection failures.  

OFPA Data Scientists data-mined the records to identify and rank 
the providers that are contributing to this revenue leakage. We 
further recommend the staff start the analysis by focusing on the 
top 5 service providers. 
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2. Action Plan
Management Response:

▪ Target Implementation Date:
• 10/31/2022

▪ Agency Process Owners:
• Arsenio DeGuzman

• Chinaka Barbour

• EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

• Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities 

in place are the same for both County residents and non-residents 

with only one exception on the payment receiving end.  The sole 

exception is when County residents provide insurance information, 

FRD accepts whatever the patient’s insurance pays as payment in full 

and waives any remaining out-of-pocket co-payment or deductible 

requirements.  Consequently, FRD’s response to this 

recommendation is the same as in slide 12 above.

22,431 of 208,838 (or 10.7%) of County resident incidents that were 

deemed unbillable during the coding and claim submission process.  

FRD will immediately reinforce the daily billing information collection 
and contract monitoring activities already in place to further ensure 
errors are minimized to the greatest extent possible.
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3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors for County Residents’ 

Transports (Med3000 FY17-FY19/Change Healthcare FY20-FY21)

Observation:

EMS management outsources the billing functions for EMS services provided by the 

County.  Our review of the billing process revealed several notable data entry errors. 

OFPA Data Scientists mined the files provided by EMS management to aggregate these 

errors. These errors ultimately affect the billings and contribute to revenue leakage if 

not caught and corrected. The Data Scientists aggregated the data entry errors to 

stratify the count.

The following slides provide details in bullets, tables and graphs.
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3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors for County Residents’ 

Transports (Med3000 FY17-FY19/Change Healthcare FY20-FY21)

Observation:

The files submitted to EMS management which were forwarded to OFPA and mined 

by the Data Scientists revealed four types of data entry errors:

➢Duplicate transports: 82 from FY2017-FY2021.

➢ Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 1,783 transports from FY2017-

FY2021.

➢ Incorrect transport mileage: 31 from FY2017-FY2021.

➢Discounts exceeding gross charges: 25 transports from FY2017-FY2021.

▪ ~62% of 1,921 total errors occurred in FY2018 (staffing changes at billing vendor).
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3. Action Plan

OFPA Recommendation:

Based on our review of the contract, no performance measures 
for this contractor could be identified. In the absence of 
performance measures, we recommend that staff liaise with 
Change Healthcare to develop a process to track errors and 
identify root causes.

This information should be used to implement processes to 
reduce errors and staff rework.  Rework by staff comes at a 
financial cost and additional labor hours. 
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3. Action Plan
Management Response:

▪ Target Implementation Date:
• 10/31/2022

▪ Agency Process Owners:
• Arsenio DeGuzman

• Chinaka Barbour

• EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

• Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities 

in place are the same for both County residents and non-residents 

with only one exception on the payment receiving end.  The sole 

exception is when County residents provide insurance information, 

FRD accepts whatever the patient’s insurance pays as payment in 

full and waives any remaining out-of-pocket co-payment or 

deductible requirements.  Consequently, FRD’s response to this 

recommendation is the same as in slide 17 above.

1,921 out of 208,838 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for County 
resident transports which exit in a multi-source summary report. 

FRD will reinforce the existing daily billing information collection 
and contract monitoring activities to further ensure errors are 
minimized to the greatest extent possible.
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4. EMS Billing Contractors County Resident 
Processing Time Analysis
Observation:

EMS management outsources the billing functions for these services provided by the County. 

OFPA Data Scientists analyzed the files provided by EMS management for County Resident 

EMS Transports. These analyses were used to aggregate claims based on billing processing 

times. This analysis was performed only on claims with adequate billing information. Claims 

for which billing information could not be obtained were not included in this analysis.

Our review revealed the following:

▪ ~86% of bills were processed between 0-30 days.

▪ Less than 1% of bills were processed over 180 days.

OFPA finds this process acceptable.  We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).

The following table and chart provide more details.  
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visualization
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visualization
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5. EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis

Observation:

OFPA reviewed the EMS vehicle fleet to identify rolling stock exceeding useful life, 
mileage, or other criteria which would warrant replacements. Based on EMS 
management reporting, the transport units have a 10-year life cycle. We were also 
informed that there are no minimum mileage requirements for vehicle replacement.

OFPA analysis revealed the following:

▪ 8 out of 69 (or 12%) of the fleet has been in service over 10 years.
➢ These 8 vehicles have been in service between 11 and 18 years.

▪ 1 vehicle with maintenance cost (~$160k) exceeding purchase price (~$140k).
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visualization
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5. Action Plan

OFPA Recommendation:

We recommend staff review vehicles which exceed replacement 
criteria. These vehicles should be brought into consideration for 
updating the fleet.

General Services Administration/Office of Inspector General 
minimum fleet replacement standards’ guidance for:

▪ Non-Diesel Ambulances – 7 years or 70,000 miles.

▪ Diesel Ambulances – 7 years or 100,000 miles.

While the years-in-service requirements exist; given the criticality 
of the functions provided by our fleet, we also recommend the 
consideration of employing mileage replacement standards.
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5. Action Plan
Management Response:

▪ Target Implementation Date:
• 10/31/2022

▪ Agency Process Owners:
• Chinaka Barbour

• Battalion Chief George Robbins

• Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

The vehicles included in slide 51 are volunteer owned and 
do not maintain the same replacement standard as County-
owned vehicles

FRD will continue to evaluate the current replacement plan 
with Department of Management and Budget and 
Department of Vehicle Services.

The current replacement plan of 10 years includes 5 years in 
front line service and 5 years in reserve status.  While a 
mileage standard for vehicle replacement does not exist, we 
will work with leadership on the recommendation. 
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Observation:

OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS 
services when air support is necessary. 

There were 27 flight hours of Medevac trips within the County between FY2019-
FY2021. Only 2.6% of County Resident flight hours were associated with Medevac trips. 

The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD 
Helicopter Division management, “the County does not have the 14 CFR Part 135 Air 
Carrier and Operator Certification which is needed to bill for these transports.” We've 
reviewed this assertion with the FCPD Helicopter Division; they concur with our 
conclusion. 

OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive. 

We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)

6. Helicopter Division County Resident
Medevac Transports 
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Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit

LIST OF ACRONYMS

AC Audit Committee

ALS Advanced Life Support

BLS Basic Life Support

BOS Board of Supervisors

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

DIT Department of Information Technology

DOF Department of Finance

DR Disaster Recovery

EMS Emergency Medical Service

FCFRD Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department 

FCPD Fairfax County Police Department

FOCUS Fairfax County Unified System

LLC Limited Liability Company

MAA Mutual Aid Agreement 

NCC Nationwide Credit Corporation

OCA Office of County Attorney

OFPA Office of Financial and Program Audit

PFAW Pass Further Audit Work

PII Patient Identifiable Information 
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Allowance for Vote by Audit Committee to Adopt

September 2022 Draft Quarterly Report

Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit
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Draft

Fairfax County

Office of Financial and Program Audit

FAIRFAX COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

AUDITOR OF THE BOARD

www.fairfaxcounty.gov/boardauditor

Office of the Financial and Program Audit

12000 Government Center Parkway, Suite 233

Fairfax, Virginia 22035

http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/boardauditor
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End of Presentation

Office of Financial and Program Audit

AuditoroftheBoard@fairfaxcounty.gov
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	Active Critical Systems Not Interfaced to FOCUS

	Active Critical Systems Not Interfaced to FOCUS


	Management agrees with the recommendation.

	Management agrees with the recommendation.


	Status
	Status
	: 
	The FOCUS team is working with each respective agency to understand the 15 external system’s financial

	functions, confirm their current method to posting financial transactions to FOCUS (such as manual journal entry (JE)

	or the JE Upload tool) and determine the necessity and feasibility of creating an automated interface to FOCUS. Once

	information is gathered, the external system inventory will be updated, and the FOCUS team will coordinate with the

	respective agencies to plan and schedule the agreed upon interface builds. 
	Review in progress; target due date is

	10/31/22
	.
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	Management agrees with the recommendation.

	Management agrees with the recommendation.


	DIT will review and 
	DIT will review and 
	update the system inventory to reflect those systems


	that 
	that 
	have disaster 
	recovery in place.


	Status: 
	Status: 
	Completed. 
	Identified systems have an SLA in place for DR either on
	-
	premise or on cloud.
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	Management agrees with the recommendation.

	Management agrees with the recommendation.


	DIT and the FOCUS 
	DIT and the FOCUS 
	team will liaise with the respective agencies


	to 
	to 
	better understand the 6 systems core functionalities and whether


	those 
	those 
	can be performed in FOCUS.


	Status: 
	Status: 
	DIT and the FOCUS Team are working with the respective agencies to better understand the 6

	systems core functionalities and whether those can be performed in FOCUS. On initial review, most of the 6

	systems provide agency/industry specific functionality, such as healthcare management, that is not a function of

	FOCUS. Since these systems may also perform some financial subfunctions, we will discuss and 
	determine if

	any additional interfacing is needed with FOCUS. Review in progress; target due date is 10/31/22.
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	FOCUS currently interfaces to Harmony. Harmony provides

	healthcare specific functionality not available in FOCUS. In

	addition, many healthcare systems manage highly sensitive

	information that should not be tracked in FOCUS.
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	Provides healthcare specific functionality not available in

	Provides healthcare specific functionality not available in

	Provides healthcare specific functionality not available in

	Provides healthcare specific functionality not available in

	FOCUS. In addition, many healthcare systems manage

	highly sensitive information that should not be tracked in

	FOCUS. The FOCUS team will reach out to agency to

	determine if any financial automated interfacing is needed.
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	Laserfiche is a document management system. FOCUS is

	Laserfiche is a document management system. FOCUS is

	Laserfiche is a document management system. FOCUS is

	not a document management system, but rather should

	integrate with a document management system as it does

	with OpenText for Vendor Invoice Management. The

	FOCUS team will work with the agency to understand their

	use of Laserfiche and if any documents should be

	connected to FOCUS in any way.
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	FOCUS currently interfaces to Conservice (2 interfaces:

	FOCUS currently interfaces to Conservice (2 interfaces:

	FOCUS currently interfaces to Conservice (2 interfaces:

	FOCUS currently interfaces to Conservice (2 interfaces:

	County and Housing).Conservice is a 3rd party utility

	management company that provides services and

	functionality not available in FOCUS.
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	A
	ctive Systems w/
	expired Vendor Dates and Costs


	Management agrees with the recommendation.

	Management agrees with the recommendation.


	DIT is actively 
	DIT is actively 
	reviewing and updating contract expiration date.


	Status: 
	Status: 
	Completed.
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	Incomplete External Systems Inventory Tracker Agency R
	Incomplete External Systems Inventory Tracker Agency R
	eported


	Management agrees with the recommendation.

	Management agrees with the recommendation.


	DIT will review and 
	DIT will review and 
	update the External Systems Inventory Tracker for


	completeness.

	completeness.


	Status: 
	Status: 
	Completed. 
	Refining and updating the existing Application Inventory, to expand the data

	collected about applications and to build it into business process.
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	External Systems procured by Agencies (using P
	External Systems procured by Agencies (using P
	-
	cards)


	A moratorium on the procurement of systems with 
	A moratorium on the procurement of systems with 
	a 
	Pcard 
	would mandate a

	moratorium of the entire 
	Pcard 
	program, which is cost prohibitive.


	Status: 
	Status: 
	Instead of a moratorium on the procurement of systems with a 
	Pcard
	, 
	DPMM has implemented a

	multifaceted education and outreach effort to curtail the procurement of systems with the 
	Pcard
	. Efforts

	include reminders during 
	Pcard 
	Program Manager meetings, additional stress placed on this topic in

	PCard training, and additional emphasis on the topic in an upcoming release of an updated 
	Pcard

	Procurement Technical Bulletin. The first round of outreach has occurred and education and outreach will

	be ongoing to ensure that all stakeholders are trained and remain aware of the policy. This

	recommendation is complete. IT Purchases is reflected in the updated 70
	-
	07 IT Policy, which will be

	released shortly.
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	Study Introduction



	Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA) Police and Fire &

	Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA) Police and Fire &

	Mutual Aid Agreement (MAA) Police and Fire &

	Rescue Services


	We performed a review of the Northern Virginia Mutual Aid

	We performed a review of the Northern Virginia Mutual Aid

	Agreement, whereby fire and rescue services (EMS and

	Helicopter transports) are provided to other jurisdictions.


	Under the terms of the MAA, Helicopter Division provided a

	Under the terms of the MAA, Helicopter Division provided a

	total of 429 trips to other jurisdictions in FY2021. Of these,

	only 10 were Medevac transports; the remaining 419 trips

	were conducted in support of law enforcement. EMS

	provided 56,703 transport services to non
	-
	County residents

	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021. Residents of other jurisdictions are

	billed for County EMS transports, provided that relevant

	billing information can be obtained from the patient.


	MAA/EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled

	MAA/EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled

	policies, which provide approved operational guidance. With

	that; this Audit Committee approved study will, in several

	instances, present areas identified as 
	BOS 
	Settled Policy

	Description/Discussion Items 
	as opposed to 
	Observations 
	and

	Recommendations.
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	Work Plan Review Areas:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Costs 
	Costs 
	to Service 
	Other

	Jurisdictions




	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	EMS/Helicopter Non
	EMS/Helicopter Non
	-
	County

	Resident Transport Billings




	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Jurisdiction Benchmarking

	Jurisdiction Benchmarking





	Additional Review Areas Covered:

	Additional Review Areas Covered:

	Additional Review Areas Covered:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Non
	Non
	-
	County Resident 
	Transport Claim

	Billings Analysis



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Billing Contractors Data Analysis

	Billing Contractors Data Analysis



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips to

	Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips to

	Other Jurisdictions



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Helicopter Division 
	Helicopter Division 
	Non
	-
	County Resident

	Medevac Trips
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	Figure
	Review Results:

	Review Results:

	Review Results:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	MAA/EMS Non
	MAA/EMS Non
	-
	County Resident ground transports 
	(Total 56,703 FY2017
	-
	FY2021).



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Average annual discounts and uncollected monies:

	Average annual discounts and uncollected monies:

	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢

	~$17.4 million 
	~$17.4 million 
	or 
	46% 
	of Gross Charges for Non
	-
	County Residents.






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing patient information.

	Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing patient information.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	565 
	565 
	Non
	-
	County Resident Transport Data Entry Errors from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	$324k 
	$324k 
	potential billable revenue from Helicopter law enforcement services

	provided to other jurisdictions over 3 years.
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	Study Highlights (Cont’d)
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	MAA

	MAA

	MAA

	Overview Data

	(as of June 30, 2022)
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	The Following Slides Detail:

	The Following Slides Detail:



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Recommendations



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Supporting Graphs



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Management Responses



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Target Implementation Dates



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Description/Discussion Items
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	1. MAA/EMS Non
	1. MAA/EMS Non
	1. MAA/EMS Non
	-
	County Resident Ground

	Transport Claim Billings Analysis



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description



	OFPA aggregated the Non
	OFPA aggregated the Non
	OFPA aggregated the Non
	-
	County Resident Ground Transports; there were 
	56,703

	trips provided to residents of other jurisdictions between FY2017
	-
	FY2021
	.


	The potential gross revenues for the transports were decreased through “Discounts”

	The potential gross revenues for the transports were decreased through “Discounts”

	and/or “Uncollected Balances.” These reductions were facilitated through settled

	policies such as:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Write
	Write
	-
	off 
	of 
	claims 
	aged 
	past 
	180 
	days, 
	and



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	The 
	The 
	lack 
	of 
	effort 
	to 
	participate 
	in 
	the 
	collection 
	of 
	aged 
	claims 
	after 
	180 
	days
	.





	Purported 
	Purported 
	by 
	EMS 
	management, 
	approval 
	to 
	discharge 
	account 
	receivables 
	after 
	180

	days 
	is 
	in 
	alignment 
	with 
	the 
	direction 
	of 
	the 
	Board 
	of 
	Supervisors
	. 
	We 
	could 
	not

	locate 
	documentation 
	to 
	support 
	the 
	180 
	days 
	write
	-
	off 
	assertion
	.
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	Figure
	1. MAA/EMS Non
	1. MAA/EMS Non
	1. MAA/EMS Non
	-
	County Resident

	Ground Transport Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d)



	Figure
	The table and graph below detail the average annual discounts and uncollected monies

	The table and graph below detail the average annual discounts and uncollected monies

	The table and graph below detail the average annual discounts and uncollected monies

	(
	~$3.5M 
	or 
	46% 
	of Gross Charges), and five
	-
	year discount and uncollected monies


	(
	(
	~$17.4M 
	or 
	46% 
	of Gross Charges). This reflects the dollar magnitude of revenue that has been

	discharged. Given the consistency in this five
	-
	year trend, the monies will continue to be

	discharged resulting in the ongoing support of our MAA partners at the cost of the County’s

	general fund.


	We identified a rate of uncollected balance 
	We identified a rate of uncollected balance 
	(for non
	-
	County Resident transports) 
	to net charges

	of 
	35% 
	from FY2019
	-
	FY2021. There seems to be a correlation between our settled policy of

	180
	-
	day discharges and no collection efforts to revenue leakage. The analytics show an

	estimated uncollected net charge balance of non
	-
	County Resident transports of 
	$5,497,484 
	*

	35% = 
	$1,924,119 
	over 3 years.


	The table and graph below highlight further exposure from non
	The table and graph below highlight further exposure from non
	-
	County Resident EMS transports.



	BOS Settled Policy Item Description
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description
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	1. Action Plan

	1. Action Plan
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	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion



	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under

	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under

	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under

	which these EMS services are provided, OFPA is not

	recommending a remedy to recover the financial

	exposure reported in this study. This data provided is

	presented for advisory purposes.


	With that, I respectfully mention 
	With that, I respectfully mention 
	(without

	recommendation) 
	that the extension of collection times

	and efforts through our contracted collection vendor

	Nationwide Credit Corporation (NCC) could extend the

	recognition of partner jurisdictions’ ground transport

	receivables on our books and may reduce some of the

	revenue leakages.
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	2.MAA/EMS Non
	2.MAA/EMS Non
	2.MAA/EMS Non
	-
	Billed Non
	-
	County Resident Transports



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	Our review revealed 
	Our review revealed 
	Our review revealed 
	12,087 
	ground transports from FY2017
	-

	FY2021 which were never billed to non
	-
	County Residents who

	received EMS service.


	Management asserts these non
	Management asserts these non
	-
	billed transports were a

	combination of:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Patient Identifiable Information (PII) could not be obtained, or

	Patient Identifiable Information (PII) could not be obtained, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or

	Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Worker’s compensation, or

	Worker’s compensation, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Other reasons not specified.

	Other reasons not specified.





	A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
	A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
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	Figure
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	Observation:

	Observation:



	OFPA Data Scientists data
	OFPA Data Scientists data
	OFPA Data Scientists data
	-
	mined the file provided by EMS management

	to aggregate and stratify the financial and transactional data for the

	unbilled transports. 
	These data are below in bullet points and tables:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Gross 
	Gross 
	charges 
	for 
	these 
	transports 
	were 
	~
	$
	7
	.
	9 
	million

	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 

	All 
	All 
	of 
	these 
	charges 
	were 
	uncollected
	.



	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 

	Net 
	Net 
	charges 
	were 
	unavailable
	.








	The 
	The 
	top 
	5 
	hospitals 
	by 
	incident 
	count 
	(Inova 
	Fairfax 
	Hospital, 
	Reston

	Hospital 
	Center, 
	Inova 
	Alexandria 
	Hospital, 
	Mount 
	Vernon 
	Hospital, 
	and

	Inova 
	Fair 
	Oaks 
	Hospital) 
	combined 
	for 
	9
	,
	569 
	transports 
	and 
	~
	$
	6
	.
	3
	M 
	in

	gross 
	charges
	.



	2.MAA/EMS Non
	2.MAA/EMS Non
	2.MAA/EMS Non
	-
	Billed Non
	-
	County Resident Transports (Cont’d)
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	Figure
	Figure
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	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan



	Figure
	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:



	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	management to facilitate the billing process.


	We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps between

	We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps between

	patient intake, discharge, and collection of PII. The results of these

	analyses should be used to identify the root causes for the PII collection

	failures.


	OFPA Data Scientists data
	OFPA Data Scientists data
	-
	mined the records to identify and rank the

	providers that are contributing to this revenue leakage. We further

	recommend the staff start the analysis by focusing on the top 5 service

	providers.
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	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan



	Figure
	Management Response:

	Management Response:

	Management Response:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Target Implementation

	Target Implementation

	Date:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	10/31/2022

	10/31/2022






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Agency Process

	Agency Process

	Owners:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arsenio DeGuzman

	Arsenio DeGuzman



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chinaka Barbour

	Chinaka Barbour



	• 
	• 
	• 

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark

	Kordalski



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistant Chief Daniel

	Assistant Chief Daniel

	Shaw








	12,087 out of 56,703 (or 21.3%) of non
	12,087 out of 56,703 (or 21.3%) of non
	12,087 out of 56,703 (or 21.3%) of non
	-
	resident 
	transports 
	were deemed unbillable

	during the claim submission process. EMS 
	transports are sometimes 
	unbillable due to

	missing or incomplete data.


	FRD will commence tracking errors and identifying root causes 
	FRD will commence tracking errors and identifying root causes 
	Span
	through these existing

	processes:

	Span

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Review of the billing vendor’s daily client receipts to reconcile missing data.

	Review of the billing vendor’s daily client receipts to reconcile missing data.



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Program Manager’s review of unbilled transports using bi
	Program Manager’s review of unbilled transports using bi
	-
	weekly lists which

	will be reconciled to monthly patient records for transports not deemed a

	medical necessity.



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Reconciliation of all monthly/quarterly transactions, audits and KPI analysis.

	Reconciliation of all monthly/quarterly transactions, audits and KPI analysis.



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Semi
	Semi
	-
	monthly review of contract performance meetings with billing vendor,

	Client Manager and Executive Director to resolve outstanding issues.



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Annual vendor reviews/evaluations to set contracted rates based on average

	Annual vendor reviews/evaluations to set contracted rates based on average

	net collections.
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	Figure
	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	for Non
	-
	County Residents Transports



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	The files submitted by EMS management, were forwarded to OFPA and

	The files submitted by EMS management, were forwarded to OFPA and

	The files submitted by EMS management, were forwarded to OFPA and

	mined by the Data Scientists. The results of these analytics revealed four

	types of data entry errors:


	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢

	Duplicate transports: 
	Duplicate transports: 
	17 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 
	Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 
	539 
	transports 
	from

	FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Incorrect transport mileage: 
	Incorrect transport mileage: 
	2 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Discounts exceeding gross charges: 
	Discounts exceeding gross charges: 
	7 
	transports 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.
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	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	3. EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors

	for Non
	-
	County Residents Transports (Cont’d)



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	565 
	565 
	565 
	transports 
	from 
	FY
	2017
	-
	FY
	2021 
	were 
	recorded 
	incorrectly
	.


	~
	~
	74
	% 
	of 
	the 
	errors 
	occurred 
	in 
	FY
	2018
	. 
	Purported 
	by 
	EMS

	management, 
	these 
	transports 
	were 
	coded 
	incorrectly 
	by 
	the

	billing 
	vendor 
	in 
	2017 
	due 
	to 
	staffing 
	changes
	.


	OFPA 
	OFPA 
	reviewed 
	the 
	contract 
	between 
	the 
	County 
	and 
	Change

	Healthcare, 
	LLC 
	and 
	found 
	no 
	performance 
	measures 
	pertaining 
	to

	billing 
	accuracy
	.


	The table and graph below highlight further details.
	The table and graph below highlight further details.
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	Figure
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	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan



	Figure
	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:



	Based on our review of the contract, no performance

	Based on our review of the contract, no performance

	Based on our review of the contract, no performance

	measures for this contractor could be identified. In the

	absence of performance measures, we recommend that staff

	liaise with Change Healthcare to develop a process to track

	errors and identify root causes.


	This information should be used to implement processes to

	This information should be used to implement processes to

	reduce errors and staff rework. Rework by staff comes at a

	financial cost and additional labor hours.
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	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan



	Figure
	Management Response:

	Management Response:

	Management Response:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Target Implementation Date:

	Target Implementation Date:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	10/31/2022

	10/31/2022






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Agency Process Owners:

	Agency Process Owners:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arsenio DeGuzman

	Arsenio DeGuzman



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chinaka Barbour

	Chinaka Barbour



	• 
	• 
	• 

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw








	565 out of 56,703 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for

	565 out of 56,703 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for

	565 out of 56,703 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for

	non
	-
	County resident transports. These data were

	generated from a multi
	-
	source 
	summary report.


	These errors reflect incorrect matching of billing or

	These errors reflect incorrect matching of billing or

	payment adjustments which were 
	corrected 
	during

	the billing cycle.


	FRD will reinforce the daily billing information

	FRD will reinforce the daily billing information

	collection and contract monitoring activities to

	ensure errors are minimized to the greatest extent

	possible.
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	4. MAA/EMS Billing Contractors Non
	4. MAA/EMS Billing Contractors Non
	4. MAA/EMS Billing Contractors Non
	-
	County

	Resident Processing Time Analysis



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	Figure
	EMS 
	EMS 
	EMS 
	management 
	outsources 
	the 
	billing 
	functions 
	for 
	these 
	services 
	provided 
	by 
	the

	County
	. 
	OFPA 
	Data 
	Scientists 
	analyzed 
	the 
	files 
	provided 
	by 
	EMS 
	management 
	for

	non
	-
	County 
	Resident 
	EMS 
	Transports
	. 
	These 
	analyses 
	were 
	used 
	to 
	aggregate 
	claims

	based 
	on 
	billing 
	processing 
	times
	. 
	This 
	analysis 
	was 
	performed 
	only 
	on 
	claims 
	with

	adequate 
	billing 
	information
	. 
	Claims 
	for 
	which 
	billing 
	information 
	could 
	not 
	be

	obtained 
	were 
	not 
	included 
	in 
	this 
	analysis
	.


	Our 
	Our 
	review 
	revealed 
	the 
	following
	:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	~80% 
	~80% 
	of bills were processed between 0
	-
	30 days.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Less than 1% 
	Less than 1% 
	of bills were processed over 180 days.




	OFPA finds this process acceptable. We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).

	OFPA finds this process acceptable. We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).


	The following table and chart provide more details.
	The following table and chart provide more details.
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	Figure

	40
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	Figure
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	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips

	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips

	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description



	OFPA mined the files provided by Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD)

	OFPA mined the files provided by Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD)

	OFPA mined the files provided by Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD)

	Helicopter Division management to aggregate Law Enforcement and Medevac trips.

	These operations are managed by the Helicopter Division which operates 2

	helicopters for law enforcement and Medevac services.


	The MAA, under which these services are provided, does not include the option to

	The MAA, under which these services are provided, does not include the option to

	bill other jurisdictions for either law enforcement or Medevac services provided to

	partnering jurisdictions. Costs associated with these services are operating costs

	supported by the County’s general fund.
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	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips (Cont’d)

	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips (Cont’d)

	5. Helicopter Law Enforcement Trips (Cont’d)



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description



	Figure
	We discussed billing other jurisdictions for law enforcement trips with FCPD. Between

	We discussed billing other jurisdictions for law enforcement trips with FCPD. Between

	We discussed billing other jurisdictions for law enforcement trips with FCPD. Between

	FY2019
	-
	FY2021, there were 
	331 
	flight hours that could generate 
	$324,182 
	in

	potential revenue. There does appear to be an opportunity to explore billing for law

	enforcement trips to other jurisdictions. There are some considerations which will

	need to be broached:


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Office of County Attorney (OCA) to discuss any needed amendment to the MAA, and

	Office of County Attorney (OCA) to discuss any needed amendment to the MAA, and



	• 
	• 
	• 

	FCPD finance, or another billing function at main campus, to assess the additional

	FCPD finance, or another billing function at main campus, to assess the additional

	billing work, with the goal of folding these activities into the existing staff’s

	workload.




	The tables and graph on the following pages provide additional details.
	The tables and graph on the following pages provide additional details.
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	Figure
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	Figure
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	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion



	The MAA details how law enforcement trips for partnering jurisdictions

	The MAA details how law enforcement trips for partnering jurisdictions

	The MAA details how law enforcement trips for partnering jurisdictions

	are provided, and how costs are paid. There is no billing option for

	partnering jurisdictions under this agreement. Costs associated with

	these services are operating costs supported by the County’s general

	fund.


	We respectfully mention 
	We respectfully mention 
	(without recommendation) 
	the consideration of

	staff to liaise with OCA, Department of Finance and FCPD Finance

	Department could be useful in evaluating billing functions to identify

	billing opportunities.


	This process would assist the County in recovering costs and reducing

	This process would assist the County in recovering costs and reducing

	the use of the County’s general fund to support other jurisdictions.
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	6. Helicopter Division

	6. Helicopter Division

	6. Helicopter Division

	Non
	-
	County Resident Medevac Trips



	Figure
	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	services when air support is necessary.


	There were 
	There were 
	33.3 
	flight hours for Medevac trips to non
	-
	County Residents between FY2019
	-

	FY2021. Only 
	9.9% 
	of non
	-
	County Resident flight hours were associated with Medevac trips.


	The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD Helicopter

	The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD Helicopter

	Division management, “the County does not have the 14 CFR Part 135 Air Carrier and

	Operator Certification which is needed to bill for these transports.” We've reviewed this

	assertion with the FCPD Helicopter Division; they concur with our conclusion. Additionally, the

	related BOS approved MAA precludes the County from billing for these services.


	OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive.

	OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive.


	We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)

	We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)



	BOS Settled Policy 
	BOS Settled Policy 
	BOS Settled Policy 
	Item Description
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	Figure
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	Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

	Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

	Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

	REVIEW



	Draft

	Draft

	Draft


	Fairfax County

	Fairfax County


	Office of Financial and Program Audit
	Office of Financial and Program Audit
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	Study Introduction

	Study Introduction

	Study Introduction



	The EMS operations are managed by the Fairfax County Fire and

	The EMS operations are managed by the Fairfax County Fire and

	The EMS operations are managed by the Fairfax County Fire and

	Rescue Department (FCFRD). Transport services are categorized

	into three areas with fees: Basic Life Support (BLS) 
	- 
	$500 fee,

	Advanced Life Support Level 1 (ALS1) 
	- 
	$650 fee, and Advanced

	Life Support 2 (ALS2) 
	- 
	$800 fee. Additionally, a $12 per mile fee is

	charged for miles from pick
	-
	up location to hospital. These fees

	remain unchanged since June 2008. Total EMS expenditures in

	FY17 
	– 
	FY21 ranged between ~$65.9M 
	- 
	~$73.4M. Total EMS

	revenues in FY17 
	– 
	FY21 ranged between ~$19.6M 
	- 
	~$21.3M.


	Emergency Medical Services provided a total of 208,838 ground

	Emergency Medical Services provided a total of 208,838 ground

	transports to County residents from FY2017
	-
	FY2021. The FCPD

	Helicopter Division provided a total of 44 Medevac transports to

	County residents in support of EMS operations from FY2019
	-

	FY2021.


	EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled policies, which

	EMS operates under Board of Supervisors’ settled policies, which

	provides approved operational guidance. With that, this Audit

	Committee approved study will, in several instances, present

	areas identified as 
	BOS 
	Settled Policy Description/Discussion Items

	as opposed to 
	Observations 
	and 
	Recommendations
	.
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	Study Objectives

	Study Objectives

	Study Objectives



	Figure
	Work Plan Review Areas:

	Work Plan Review Areas:

	Work Plan Review Areas:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Incurred Transport Cost vs Billed Services

	Incurred Transport Cost vs Billed Services



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Services Billed vs Receipts

	Services Billed vs Receipts



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Comparative Benchmarking

	Comparative Benchmarking





	Additional Review Areas Covered:

	Additional Review Areas Covered:

	Additional Review Areas Covered:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	County Resident Ground Transport

	County Resident Ground Transport

	Claim Billings Analysis



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Review of Contractor’s Billing Process

	Review of Contractor’s Billing Process



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis

	EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	County Resident Helicopter Medevac

	County Resident Helicopter Medevac

	Transports
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	Study Highlights

	Study Highlights

	Study Highlights



	Figure
	Review Results:

	Review Results:

	Review Results:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	EMS County Resident Ground Transports:

	EMS County Resident Ground Transports:




	208,838 total 
	208,838 total 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021
	.


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing

	Unbilled claims due to unidentifiable or other missing

	patient information.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	1,921 
	1,921 
	Billing Errors from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Average Annual Discounts and Uncollected Monies:

	Average Annual Discounts and Uncollected Monies:

	~$11.6M 
	or 
	41% 
	of Gross Charges.
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	Study Highlights (Cont’d)

	Study Highlights (Cont’d)

	Study Highlights (Cont’d)



	Figure
	R
	R
	R
	eview Results:


	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
	EMS

	EMS

	EMS

	Overview Data

	(as of June 30, 2022)
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	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
	- 
	- 
	- 
	Observations



	The Following Slides Detail:

	The Following Slides Detail:

	The Following Slides Detail:



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Recommendations



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Supporting Graphs



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Management Responses



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Target Implementation Dates



	- 
	- 
	- 
	Description/Discussion Items
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	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	Claim Billings Analysis



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description



	There were 
	There were 
	There were 
	208,838 
	County Resident EMS Ground Transports between 
	FY2017
	-
	FY2021
	.


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	The potential gross revenue for the transports is decreased through “Discounts” and/or

	The potential gross revenue for the transports is decreased through “Discounts” and/or

	“Uncollected Balances” which are facilitated through settled policies such as:

	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 

	Claim balances not covered by insurance companies are discharged w/o customary collection efforts.

	Claim balances not covered by insurance companies are discharged w/o customary collection efforts.







	As purported by EMS management, approval to discharge the claim receivables is in alignment with the direction

	As purported by EMS management, approval to discharge the claim receivables is in alignment with the direction

	of the BOS. The following statement from a May 2004 Public Hearing Notice was provided by EMS management to

	support the above assertion: “It should be noted that ability to pay would not in any circumstances preclude

	medically
	-
	required transports nor would residents unable to pay be subjected to extraordinary collection efforts.”

	While this statement refers specifically to “extraordinary collections efforts,” it is unclear if this statement is

	designed to mean EMS staff should forgo customary collection efforts.
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	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transports

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transports

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transports

	Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d)



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Description (Cont’d)

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description (Cont’d)

	BOS Settled Policy Item Description (Cont’d)



	Other settled policies include:

	Other settled policies include:

	Other settled policies include:


	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢

	Claims not covered by insurance companies and not billed to constituents are discharged

	Claims not covered by insurance companies and not billed to constituents are discharged

	in full, and



	➢
	➢
	➢

	The County’s Collection Agency 
	The County’s Collection Agency 
	(NCC
	-
	Nationwide Credit Corporation) 
	is not engaged to

	participate in the collection efforts for aged claims.




	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Average annual discounts and uncollected monies: 
	Average annual discounts and uncollected monies: 
	~$11.6M 
	or 
	41% 
	of Gross Charges.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Five
	Five
	-
	year discounts and uncollected monies: 
	~$58.2M 
	or 
	41% 
	of Gross Charges.




	These data are further highlighted in the table and graph below.
	These data are further highlighted in the table and graph below.
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	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	1. EMS County Resident Ground Transport

	Claim Billings Analysis (Cont’d)



	Figure
	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion

	BOS Settled Policy Item Discussion



	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under which these EMS services are provided,

	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under which these EMS services are provided,

	Given the Board of Supervisors’ settled policies under which these EMS services are provided,

	OFPA is not recommending a remedy to the financial exposure reported in this study. The data

	provided is presented for advisory purposes.


	While keeping in view our constituents’ contribution to the general fund through various

	While keeping in view our constituents’ contribution to the general fund through various

	levied taxes, I respectfully mention 
	(without recommendation) 
	the consideration of a modified

	billing mechanism for receivables currently abated through our write
	-
	off process. This could

	also be facilitated through added efforts from our contracted collections vendor NCC. These

	considerations could reduce revenue leakage.
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	2. EMS Non
	2. EMS Non
	2. EMS Non
	-
	Billed County Resident Transports



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	Our review revealed 
	Our review revealed 
	Our review revealed 
	22,431 
	ground transports from FY2017
	-

	FY2021 which were never billed to County residents for whom the

	services were provided.


	Management asserts these non
	Management asserts these non
	-
	billed transports were a

	combination of:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	PII could not be obtained, or

	PII could not be obtained, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or

	Patient did not meet medical necessity for transport, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Worker’s compensation, or

	Worker’s compensation, or



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Other reasons not specified.

	Other reasons not specified.





	A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
	A demarcation between these items could not be provided.
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	2. EMS Non
	2. EMS Non
	2. EMS Non
	-
	Billed County Resident Transports (Cont’d)



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	Financial data for the non
	Financial data for the non
	Financial data for the non
	-
	billed transports are below:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Gross charges for these transports were 
	Gross charges for these transports were 
	~$14 million
	.

	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢

	All of these charges were uncollected.

	All of these charges were uncollected.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Net 
	Net 
	charges not available.








	Transports 
	Transports 
	to 
	Inova Fairfax Hospital: 
	8,130 
	transports and gross charges were

	~$5.2 million 
	between FY2017
	-
	FY2021.


	Financial and count data for other service providers are detailed in the following slides.
	Financial and count data for other service providers are detailed in the following slides.
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	Figure
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	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan



	Figure
	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:



	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	Purported by EMS management, hospitals provide PII to EMS

	management to facilitate the billing process.


	We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps

	We recommend staff develop a process to analyze the gaps

	between patient intake, discharge, and collection of PII. The results

	of these analyses should be used to identify the root causes for the

	PII collection failures.


	OFPA Data Scientists data
	OFPA Data Scientists data
	-
	mined the records to identify and rank

	the providers that are contributing to this revenue leakage. We

	further recommend the staff start the analysis by focusing on the

	top 5 service providers.
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	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan

	2. Action Plan



	Figure
	Management Response:

	Management Response:

	Management Response:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Target Implementation Date:

	Target Implementation Date:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	10/31/2022

	10/31/2022






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Agency Process Owners:

	Agency Process Owners:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arsenio DeGuzman

	Arsenio DeGuzman



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chinaka Barbour

	Chinaka Barbour



	• 
	• 
	• 

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw








	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	in place are the same for both County residents and non
	-
	residents

	with only one exception on the payment receiving end. The sole

	exception is when County residents provide insurance information,

	FRD accepts whatever the patient’s insurance pays as payment in full

	and waives any remaining out
	-
	of
	-
	pocket co
	-
	payment or deductible

	requirements. 
	Span
	Consequently, FRD’s response to this

	recommendation is the same as in slide 12 above
	Span
	.


	22,431 of 208,838 (or 10.7%) of County resident incidents that were

	22,431 of 208,838 (or 10.7%) of County resident incidents that were

	deemed unbillable during the coding and claim submission process.


	FRD will immediately reinforce the daily billing information collection

	FRD will immediately reinforce the daily billing information collection

	and contract monitoring activities already in place to further ensure

	errors are minimized to the greatest extent possible.
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors for County Residents’

	Transports (Med3000 FY17
	-
	FY19/Change Healthcare FY20
	-
	FY21
	)



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	EMS management outsources the billing functions for EMS services provided by the

	EMS management outsources the billing functions for EMS services provided by the

	EMS management outsources the billing functions for EMS services provided by the

	County. Our review of the billing process revealed several notable data entry errors.

	OFPA Data Scientists mined the files provided by EMS management to aggregate these

	errors. These errors ultimately affect the billings and contribute to revenue leakage if

	not caught and corrected. The Data Scientists aggregated the data entry errors to

	stratify the count.


	The following slides provide details in bullets, tables and graphs.
	The following slides provide details in bullets, tables and graphs.
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	Figure
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	EMS Contractors Data Entry Errors for County Residents’

	Transports (Med3000 FY17
	-
	FY19/Change Healthcare FY20
	-
	FY21
	)



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	The files submitted to EMS management which were forwarded to OFPA and mined

	The files submitted to EMS management which were forwarded to OFPA and mined

	The files submitted to EMS management which were forwarded to OFPA and mined

	by the Data Scientists revealed four types of data entry errors:


	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢
	➢

	Duplicate transports: 
	Duplicate transports: 
	82 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 
	Incorrect mileage charge (should be $12/mile): 
	1,783 transports 
	from FY2017
	-

	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Incorrect transport mileage: 
	Incorrect transport mileage: 
	31 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.



	➢
	➢
	➢

	Discounts exceeding gross charges: 
	Discounts exceeding gross charges: 
	25 transports 
	from FY2017
	-
	FY2021.




	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	~62% 
	~62% 
	of 
	1,921 total errors 
	occurred in FY2018 (staffing changes at billing vendor).
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	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan



	Figure
	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:



	Based on our review of the contract, no performance measures

	Based on our review of the contract, no performance measures

	Based on our review of the contract, no performance measures

	for this contractor could be identified. In the absence of

	performance measures, we recommend that staff liaise with

	Change Healthcare to develop a process to track errors and

	identify root causes.


	This information should be used to implement processes to

	This information should be used to implement processes to

	reduce errors and staff rework. Rework by staff comes at a

	financial cost and additional labor hours.
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	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan

	3. Action Plan



	Figure
	Management Response:

	Management Response:

	Management Response:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Target Implementation Date:

	Target Implementation Date:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	10/31/2022

	10/31/2022






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Agency Process Owners:

	Agency Process Owners:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arsenio DeGuzman

	Arsenio DeGuzman



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chinaka Barbour

	Chinaka Barbour



	• 
	• 
	• 

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski

	EMS Deputy Chief Mark Kordalski



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw








	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	The billing information collection and contract monitoring activities

	in place are the same for both County residents and non
	-
	residents

	with only one exception on the payment receiving end. The sole

	exception is when County residents provide insurance information,

	FRD accepts whatever the patient’s insurance pays as payment in

	full and waives any remaining out
	-
	of
	-
	pocket co
	-
	payment or

	deductible requirements. 
	Span
	Consequently, FRD’s response to this

	recommendation is the same as in slide 17 above
	Span
	.


	1,921 out of 208,838 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for County

	1,921 out of 208,838 (or 0.9%) of data entry errors for County

	resident transports which exit in a multi
	-
	source summary report.


	FRD will reinforce the existing daily billing information collection

	FRD will reinforce the existing daily billing information collection

	and contract monitoring activities to further ensure errors are

	minimized to the greatest extent possible.
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	Figure
	4. EMS Billing Contractors County Resident

	4. EMS Billing Contractors County Resident

	4. EMS Billing Contractors County Resident

	Processing Time Analysis



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	EMS management outsources the billing functions for these services provided by the County.

	EMS management outsources the billing functions for these services provided by the County.

	EMS management outsources the billing functions for these services provided by the County.

	OFPA Data Scientists analyzed the files provided by EMS management for County Resident

	EMS Transports. These analyses were used to aggregate claims based on billing processing

	times. 
	This analysis was performed only on claims with adequate billing information. 
	Claims

	for which billing information could not be obtained were not included in this analysis.


	Our review revealed the following:

	Our review revealed the following:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	~86% 
	~86% 
	of bills were processed between 0
	-
	30 days.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Less than 1% 
	Less than 1% 
	of bills were processed over 180 days.




	OFPA finds this process acceptable. We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).

	OFPA finds this process acceptable. We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW).


	The following table and chart provide more details.
	The following table and chart provide more details.
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	visualization
	visualization
	visualization
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	Figure
	5. EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis

	5. EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis

	5. EMS Vehicle Replacement Analysis



	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	OFPA reviewed the EMS vehicle fleet to identify rolling stock exceeding useful life,

	OFPA reviewed the EMS vehicle fleet to identify rolling stock exceeding useful life,

	OFPA reviewed the EMS vehicle fleet to identify rolling stock exceeding useful life,

	mileage, or other criteria which would warrant replacements. Based on EMS

	management reporting, the transport units have a 10
	-
	year life cycle. We were also

	informed that there are no minimum mileage requirements for vehicle replacement.


	OFPA analysis revealed the following:

	OFPA analysis revealed the following:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	8 out of 69 (or 12%) of the fleet has been in service over 10 years.

	8 out of 69 (or 12%) of the fleet has been in service over 10 years.

	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 
	➢ 

	These 8 vehicles have been in service between 11 and 18 years
	These 8 vehicles have been in service between 11 and 18 years
	.







	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	1 vehicle with maintenance cost 
	1 vehicle with maintenance cost 
	(~$160k) 
	exceeding purchase price 
	(~$140k).
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	visualization
	visualization
	visualization
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	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan



	Figure
	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:

	OFPA Recommendation:



	We recommend staff review vehicles which exceed replacement

	We recommend staff review vehicles which exceed replacement

	We recommend staff review vehicles which exceed replacement

	criteria. These vehicles should be brought into consideration for

	updating the fleet.


	General Services Administration/Office of Inspector General

	General Services Administration/Office of Inspector General

	minimum fleet replacement standards’ guidance for:


	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Non
	Non
	-
	Diesel Ambulances 
	– 
	7 years or 70,000 miles.



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Diesel Ambulances 
	Diesel Ambulances 
	– 
	7 years or 100,000 miles.




	While the years
	While the years
	-
	in
	-
	service requirements exist; given the criticality

	of the functions provided by our fleet, we also recommend the

	consideration of employing mileage replacement standards.
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	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan

	5. Action Plan
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	Management Response:

	Management Response:

	Management Response:



	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Target Implementation Date:

	Target Implementation Date:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	1
	1
	0/31/2022






	▪ 
	▪ 
	▪ 

	Agency Process Owners:

	Agency Process Owners:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chinaka Barbour

	Chinaka Barbour



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Battalion Chief George Robbins

	Battalion Chief George Robbins



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw

	Assistant Chief Daniel Shaw








	The vehicles included in slide 51 are volunteer owned and

	The vehicles included in slide 51 are volunteer owned and

	The vehicles included in slide 51 are volunteer owned and

	do not maintain the same replacement standard as County
	�
	owned vehicles


	FRD will continue to evaluate the current 
	FRD will continue to evaluate the current 
	replacement plan

	with Department of Management and Budget and

	Department of Vehicle Services.


	The current replacement plan of 10 years includes 5 years in

	The current replacement plan of 10 years includes 5 years in

	front line service and 5 years in reserve status. While a

	mileage standard for vehicle replacement does not exist, we

	will work with leadership on the recommendation.
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	Figure
	Observation:

	Observation:

	Observation:



	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	OFPA reviewed the Helicopter Division Medevac trips made in support of FCFRD’s EMS

	services when air support is necessary.


	There were 
	There were 
	27 
	flight hours of Medevac trips within the County between FY2019
	-

	FY2021. Only 
	2.6% 
	of County Resident flight hours were associated with Medevac trips.


	The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD

	The Helicopter Division does not bill for Medevac transports. Purported by FCPD

	Helicopter Division management, “the County does not have the 14 CFR Part 135 Air

	Carrier and Operator Certification which is needed to bill for these transports.” We've

	reviewed this assertion with the FCPD Helicopter Division; they concur with our

	conclusion.


	OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive.

	OFPA finds incorporating Medevac billing to be cost prohibitive.


	We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)

	We Pass Further Audit Work (PFAW)



	6. Helicopter Division County Resident

	6. Helicopter Division County Resident

	6. Helicopter Division County Resident

	Medevac Transports
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	Basic Life Support

	Basic Life Support
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	Emergency Medical Service
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